Christa Saha, Counselor
Linnie Roberts Elementary
csaha@baycityisd.org
Office Hours: M-F, 10 AM – 11 AM
Available by email M-F, 8 AM – 4 PM

Dear Linnie Roberts Families,
I hope you all are doing well amidst our circumstances. I miss seeing our students’ smiling faces
on campus! I wanted to share some valuable and helpful information from The National
Association of School Psychologists:
Families across the country are adapting to the evolving changes in daily life caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Most schools, places of public gathering, and nonessential businesses are
closed, and parents and other caregivers are faced with helping their families adjust to the new
normal. This includes trying to keep children occupied, feeling safe, and attempting to keep up
with schoolwork as best as possible. None of this easy, but it helps to stay focused on what is
possible in order to reinforce a sense of control and to reassure children that they are okay, and
that the situation will get better.
It is very important to remember that children look to adults for guidance on how to react to
stressful events. Acknowledging some level of concern, without panicking, is appropriate and
can result in taking the necessary actions that reduce the risk of illness. Teaching children
positive preventive measures, talking with them about their fears, and giving them a sense of
some control over their risk of infection can help reduce anxiety. This is also a tremendous
opportunity for adults to model for children problem-solving, flexibility, and compassion as we
all work through adjusting daily schedules, balancing work and other activities, getting creative
about how we spend time, processing new information from authorities, and connecting and
supporting friends and family members in new ways.

STAY CALM, LISTEN, AND OFFER REASSURANCE
















Be a role model. Children will react to and follow your reactions. They learn from your
example.
Be aware of how you talk about COVID-19. Your discussion about COVID-19 can
increase or decrease your child's fear. If true, remind your child that your family is healthy,
and you are going to do everything within your power to keep loved ones safe and well.
Carefully listen or have them draw or write out their thoughts and feelings and respond with
truth and reassurance.
Explain social distancing. Children probably don’t fully understand why parents/guardians
aren’t allowing them to be with friends. Tell your child that your family is following the
guidelines of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which include social
distancing. Social distancing means staying away from others until the risk of contracting
COVID-19 is under control. Showing older children the "flatten the curve" charts will help
them grasp the significance of social distancing. Explain that while we don't know how long
it will take to "flatten the curve" to reduce the number of those infected, we do know that
this is a critical time—we must follow the guidelines of health experts to do our part.
Demonstrate deep breathing. Deep breathing is a valuable tool for calming the nervous
system. Do breathing exercises with your children. (We have practiced this during our
guidance lessons this year.)
Focus on the positive. Celebrate having more time to spend as a family. Make it as fun as
possible. Do family projects. Organize belongings, create masterpieces. Sing, laugh, and go
outside, if possible, to connect with nature and get needed exercise. Allow older children to
connect with their friends virtually.
Establish and maintain a daily routine. Keeping a regular schedule provides a sense of
control, predictability, calm, and well-being. It also helps children and other family members
respect others’ need for quiet or uninterrupted time and when they can connect with friends
virtually.
Identify projects that might help others. This could include: writing letters to the
neighbors or others who might be stuck at home alone or to healthcare workers; sending
positive messages over social media; or reading a favorite children’s book on a social media
platform for younger children to hear.
Offer lots of love and affection!

MONITOR TELEVISION VIEWING AND SOCIAL MEDIA


Parents/guardians should monitor television, internet, and social media viewing—both for
themselves and their children. Watching continual updates on COVID-19 may increase fear
and anxiety. Developmentally inappropriate information, or information designed for adults,
can also cause anxiety or confusion, particularly in young children.



Dispel rumors and inaccurate information. Explain to your child that many stories about
COVID-19 on the internet may include rumors and inaccurate information. Older children,
in particular, may be accessing a great deal of information online and from friends that
contains inaccuracies. Talk to your child about factual disease information.



Provide alternatives. Engage your child in games or other exciting activities instead.

TAKE TIME TO TALK



Let your children's questions guide you. Answer their questions truthfully, but don't offer
unnecessary details or facts. Don't avoid giving them the information that experts indicate as
crucial to your children's well-being. Often, children and youth do not talk about their
concerns because they are confused or don't want to worry loved ones. Younger children
absorb scary information in waves. They ask questions, listen, play, and then repeat the
cycle. Children always feel empowered if they can control some aspects of their life. A sense
of control reduces fear.

KEEP EXPLANATIONS AGE-APPROPRIATE








Early elementary school children. Provide brief, simple information that balances COVID19 facts with appropriate reassurances that adults are there to help keep them healthy and to
take care of them if they do get sick. Give simple examples of the steps people make every
day to stop germs and stay healthy, such as washing hands. Use language such as "adults are
working hard to keep you safe."
Upper elementary and early middle school children. This age group often is more vocal
in asking questions about whether they indeed are safe and what will happen if COVID-19
spreads in their area. They may need assistance separating reality from rumor and fantasy.
Discuss the efforts national, state, and community leaders are doing to prevent germs from
spreading.
Upper middle and high school students. Issues can be discussed in more depth. Refer
them to appropriate sources of COVID-19 facts. Provide honest, accurate, and factual
information about the current status of COVID-19. Engage them in decision-making about
family plans, scheduling, and helping with chores at home.
For all children, encourage them to verbalize their thoughts and feelings. Be a good
listener!

WAYS TO STAY CONNECTED TO OUR
SCHOOL FAMILY AT LINNIE ROBERTS
Bay City ISD is providing chromebooks and hot spots to all students in need of
these. Take advantage of that so that your student can stay connected.
Free To-go meals are provided to all students of Bay City ISD. This can be a special
daily and consistent ritual for your child to look forward to.
Mrs. Hagg and Mrs. Wendel have live morning meetings every Friday at 9 AM on
our Linnie Roberts Facebook page. Join them and allow your child that
opportunity to interact.
Utilize the online Paw Prints. This can be a great incentive to use with your child
in any way you choose. You can reward them for completing activities in Google
Classroom, completing chores, using good manners, good behavior, etc... Submit them and
their name is entered in a drawing for a prize. Winners are announced every Friday on

Facebook morning meeting. Here is the link to access them:
https://forms.gle/3jao2riJRLgEyQaa8
Stay in touch. I know sometimes the information can be overwhelming but be sure
to read any communications you receive from Bay City ISD or Linnie Roberts.
Connect with school staff. Reach out to your child’s teacher and other relevant
school staff if you have concerns about their coping and keeping up with
assignments or activities. Do not hesitate to send an email to ask questions or to just get an
explanation or clarification for any concerns you have.
Try to make time to help your child attend the Zoom meetings with their teachers
and classmates. This provides a great opportunity for socially connecting with
peers and our Linnie Roberts teachers love to see their sweet and smiling faces!
Take advantage of the many companies and online platforms currently offering
free learning opportunities. You can find these on social media or ask your child’s
teacher.

Please contact me by email csaha@baycityisd.org if your child needs any
emotional support. I can arrange a Zoom meeting to meet with your student
virtually if needed. My availability is listed at the top of this document. I will
also continue to post guidance lessons in Google Classroom. Please give them
a hug for me and I hope all are safe and healthy!

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES




Coping With Stress During Infectious Disease Outbreaks, https://store.samhsa.gov/product/Coping-withStress-During-Infectious-Disease-Outbreaks/sma14-4885
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19),
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prepare/children.html
Handwashing and Hand Sanitizer Use at Home, at Play, and Out and About,
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/pdf/hand-sanitizer-factsheet.pdf

